We propose that the asynchronous mechanism for communication should be considered as a primitive for semantic models of distributed systems in contrast to the synchronous mechanism (hand-shaking) of CSP (Hoare, 1985) or of CCS (Milner, 1989) . By doing so, we present an approach to producing a deadlock-free system, and give a denotational model for CCS in a non-interleaving fashion.
Introduction and Overview
Hand-shaking is an abstract and ideal synchronous mechanism for communication. It is adopted by Hoare in CSP (1985) and by Milner in CCS (1989) as a primitive to describe communications between dierent components in distributed systems. However, there is a synchronization problem associated with the implementation of this mechanism (Lamport et al, 1982; Sun & Yang, 1996) . Asynchronous communication is inevitable in the implementation of distributed and concurrent systems. The conventional way t o c o p e with this problem is to simulate asynchronous communication using the hand-shaking mechanism. However, such a simulation is often awkward and inconvenient. Furthermore, the hand-shaking mechanism may result in a deadlock while with our proposed asynchronous communication this will not occur. The left agent performs an action (receiving) followed by a action (receiving) and then behaves like B(x; y). The right agent performs a action (sending) followed by an action (sending) and then behaves like C. Since the order of the actions in one agent does not match that in the other agent, deadlock is caused in synchronous communication. Such occurrences should not arise in design of distributed systems. If a complete inference rule system existed which could be used to decide whether there is a deadlock in a communicating system, then we would use this system to exclude all dead-locks. Unfortunately, s u c h a system cannot be constructed since the decision problem for deadlock is undecidable.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, we propose that asynchronous mechanism for communication be used as a primitive for semantic models of distributed systems, say CCS. Thus, as we will show, hand-shaking communication becomes a special case of asynchronous communication. Because of the asynchronous communication, every process (or agent) is self-independent which prevents deadlocks in distributed systems. That is, deadlock-freedom is an inherited property from the asynchronous communication rather than resulting from an intricate matching the orders of communicating actions among distributed processes (or agents).
In this paper, we rst replace the synchronous mechanism by the asynchronous mechanism through Petri nets (Petri, 1976; Peterson, 1981) . This new kind of Petri net is called a self-independent Petri net. These Petri nets provide a denotational model for CCS in a non-interleaving fashion (or so-called true concurrency). However, we omit the interpretation of CCS terms in the model since it is the same as that in the CCS semantics model. The reader may consult Goltz and Mycroft's (1984) or Winskel's (1983) for details.
The model to be presented is described through labelled Petri nets in which all constructable nets are self-independent (or deadlock-free). The class of all constructable nets provides an appropriate and suciently abstract domain in which the xpoints of semantic equations can be evaluated when the isomorphic nets are regarded as being identical. Technically, the result can be regarded as an improvement of the following: As a summary, w e demonstrate that asynchronous systems have better dead-lock free properties. We will give a class of Petri nets which preserve deadlock freeness. Such nets can be used as a CCS semantics model (Milner 1989 ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Self-independent Petri Nets (SPNs). Section 3 describes constructable SPNs. In section 4, we discuss isomorphic classes of SPNs. Finally, we compare the newly introduced notation with existing notations, give some conclusions, and sketch our future research. A root-set of net N is N = def fx 2 Nj x = ;g. jX j stands for the cardinality of the set X. The roots of N (i.e. the elements in N) can be considered as always initially marked, although markings are not discussed at all in this paper. This treatment c a n b e viewed as presupposing both that all roots (states) are always marked initially and that multi-tokens are linearized into multi-nets, i.e. every initial state represents one token, see the example in Figure 1 . 1. The events e 1 and e 2 in Figure 2 are to be exclusively triggered, i.e. either but not both can be triggered.
In other words, these two e v ents are not independent o f e a c h o t h e r . This phenomenon is commonly referred to as non-determinism.
2. The states s 1 and s 2 in Figure 3 are independent of each other, i.e. both states s 1 and s 2 are triggered by the event e at the same time.
This phenomenon is commonly referred to as concurrency or parallelism. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as synchronization.
To exploit these phenomena further, we i n troduce a parallel operator j over nets. Consider the net N 1 in Figure 5 and the net N 2 in Figure 6 . Then, their composition N 1 jN 2 is as shown in Figure 7 .
In these diagrams (see Figures 5, 6 and 7) , each horizontal arrow can roughly be viewed as an execution (or evolution) of a process, and non-horizontal arrows are interactions between processes. The events labelled by s ( s a y e 4 and e 5 ) are successful communicating actions, and the events labelled dierently (say e 1 and e 2 ) indicate unsuccessful communicating actions. More specically, N 1 in N 1 jN 2 at s 2 does not know whether the action performed on port`is a result of the event e 1 or a result of the event e 4 (or e 5 ), if it does not check the receiving message. That is, the result of an action has to be examined before N 1 understands whether it is a successful action. In other words, an empty message implies that the action was unsuccessful. Among successful actions, N 1 needs to be informed by N 2 which event produced the received message, say e v e n t e 4 or event e 5 . Therefore, every communicating action takes place only subject to the performer's wish regardless of:
1. who a message sender or a message receiver is, and 2. who the communicating partner is.
Synchronization is the result of a \pure coincidence" (i.e. an action labelled by l and its peer l can be executed independently). Therefore, synchrony is a special case of asynchrony.
We obtain two extra advantages from such asynchrony, which are given as follows:
1. every process is self-independent;
2. the message loss in communication is a natural consequence of the asynchronous communication.
Because of the latter, systems are able to tolerate message losses, which is an important feature in distributed computing systems. Actually, we say that a relation jj on nets is the independent relation on nets, i.e. jj : ( S 2 S) [ 
is the least relation on net N which satises the following six conditions. The rst condition says that the distinct initial states are independent of each other; the second condition says that the distinct states triggered by a same event are independent of each other; the third condition expresses that the distinct events triggered by totally independent states are independent of each other; the fourth condition indicates that an event and a state are independent of each other if the state is triggered by another event independent of this event; the fth condition suggests that an event and a state are independent of each other if all the states triggering the event are independent of the state; the sixth condition shows that a state (say s) is independent of another state (say s 0 ) if the other state (s 0 ) is triggered by an event which is independent of the state (s). With the understanding of the independence relation on nets, we are interested in those nets which have the following six properties:
1. 8x; y 2 N:( The rst property says that the nets we are interested in have no redundancy; the second property expresses that every event has a cause and a result in the nets; the third property says that either an event or a state cannot be independent of itself; the fourth property suggests that the distinct states triggering the same event m ust be independent o f e a c h other; the fth property means that the distinct events triggering the same state can not be independent of each other; the last property asserts that if a non-initial state is triggered by a collection of events, these events must share a common triggering state.
For any net N, if the independence relation jj on the nets has the above six properties, we say that N is a self-independent (labelled) Petri net, or a SPN for short. Actually, the fourth property of SPNs excludes the instance of nets in Figure 8 and the fth property excludes the instance in Figure 9 . These exclusions are reasonable, i.e. nondeterminism should not lead to synchronization; and concurrency (or parallelism) should not be reduced to non-determinism.
It is worth mentioning that jj is a reversed version of # (the conict relation) in (Neilsen et al, 1980) , but SPNs are richer than the nets described in (Neilsen et al, 1980 ) since SPNs are not necessarily cycle-free. However, the existence of a cycle in a net is closely related Figure 10 . Fortunately, this does not happen in the constructable nets of this paper.
We are not interested in a trivial SPN, i.e. < ;; ;; ;; ; > is not included inside our SPNs.
Also, since we intend to regard isomorphic nets as identical, we treat all the singleton nets as the same net and write it as < fg; ;; ;; ; >. F or simplicity, we assume that the roots of each net are states, i.e. N S. This assumption is implied by the second property of SPNs. From now on, we concentrate on Self-independent Petri Nets (SPNs).
We now introduce a partial order v on SPNs such that N 1 v N 2 i the following three conditions hold 5.
(synchronizer) Nn`will be dened later;
(recursive operator) or fi x(xpoint operator).
To motivate the denition of the synchronizer (say Nn`), we show an example. Let us look at Figure 7 in the previous section. The intuitive meaning of (N 1 jN 2 )n`is to force that all the communications on port`must be synchronized. The eect of such enforcement is demonstrated in Figure 11 . By referring to Figure 7 , we know that the events e 1 and e 2 are cut o after synchronization in Figure 11 . Also, there is no event which follows the state s 4 The key point of the proof for Theorem 2.4 is that all the constructions are monotonic and continuous. Therefore, the xpoints always exist when we apply (or fi x ) to all the possible combinations of constructions, and the other constructions would naturally follows from the previous lemmas.
It is not hard to prove that all constructable nets are self-independent. F urthermore, if we regard every root of a net as a process and syntactically exclude the instance of constructions like N 1 + ( N 2 jN 3 ), then every process is self-independent in constructable nets. That is, every token can move along constructable nets without getting stuck if we view that each root is always initially marked. This is where the name of self-independent Petri nets comes from. In order to present the non-partial-order problem more clearly, l e t be a partial order in an arbitrary X and be an isomorphism on X. Then, we say that a partial order in X has a well-extended property (on X over ) i f 8x 1 ; x 2 2 X:x 1 x 2^x1 x 2 ) x 1 = x 2 :
It is obvious that is a partial order if v has the well-extended property. Unfortunately, Therefore, in order to have be a partial order, we need to restrict the SPNs to their certain sub-collection. This sub-collection must be rich enough to accommodate CCS. The restriction we derive is the nitely-branched condition for SPNs. The following is to introduce the nitely-branched condition on SPNs.
Let N beaSPN.N is said to be nitely-branched ( o r t o b e a f S P N ) i f N has the following three properties:
1. for roots j Nj < 1; 2. 8e 2 E:je j < 1; a n d These three conditions of the nitely-branched conditions restrict SPNs to fSPNs such that the increase of the numbers of branches for each execution (or evolution) is limited to arbitrary nite numbers.
Since a nite set is identical to another nite one if the former is a subset of the latter and if there exists a 1-1 mapping between the elements of the two sets, fSPNs naturally hold the well-extended property. W e formally express this result as a lemma. We now know that the nitely-branched conditions is sucient to guarantee that be a partial order. But whether these conditions are necessary needs to be demonstrated. However, we can show that they are not too restrictive in the sense that there are examples where the symmetricity does not hold. Such an example has been given before in demonstrating whether the well-extended property holds in general. We will give a nother one in the proof of Lemma 3.4. In this sense, we claim that the nitely-branched conditions are necessary for to be a partial order. . L i = f< e i n;k ; i > j((i = 1 ) (1 n 2k 0 1)) _ ((i = 2 ) (1 n 2k))g.
It is obvious that N 1 is not isomorphic to N 2 (see Figure 13 ). The well-constructed condition for nets is to exclude the possibility of increasing the number of roots of a constructable net to an innite number, i.e. a well-constructed F 
Discussions and Conclusions
>From the categorical point of view, the constructions + and j are consistent with their sum and product in the Petri nets category (Winskel, 1987) except that j is a restricted product which only aects the events with complementary labels. This shows that the intuition of the asynchrony from implementation has a categorical background. Also, it is worth mentioning that the asynchrony is deadlock-free by nature.
We should point out that the synchrony and the asynchrony in this paper are dierent from Milner's ones in (Milner 1984) . His synchrony means that the existence of an universal clock in his framework and his asynchrony means the non-existence of such a clock.
In this paper, we propose that the asynchronous mechanism for communication should be considered as a primitive for semantic models of distributed systems in contrast to the synchronous mechanism (hand-shaking) of CSP (Hoare, 1985) or of CCS (Milner, 1989) . By doing so, we present an approach to produce a deadlock-free system, and give a denotational model for CCS in a non-interleaving fashion by means of self-independent Petri Nets.
Another prot from the asynchrony not having been exploited in this paper is to incorporate broadcasting communication into the model. This is a subject of future investigation.
Comparing constructable nets (or cSPNs for short) with fSPNs, we understand that the collection of cSPNs is more restrictive than the one of fSPNs. In light of this observation, the condition for net constructions to be both of nitely-branched and of well-constructed may be over restricted. This issue deserves our future attention. 
